The Winter of 2014-15 Was the Season that Divided America
by Andrew Freedman
March 8, 2015 – The winter of 2014-15 was among the more unusually divisive such seasons on record, according to new data released on Friday.  While the West saw record warmth and dryness, the Midwest and East shivered through brutal cold not seen since the 1930s in some places, along with large amounts of snow.
In the end, though, the lower 48 states as a whole averaged out to 2.1°F above the 20th century average this winter, ranking as the 19th-warmest winter on record.  February, however, was 0.7°F below average, ranking near the median of the 121-year period of record, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  
"Many northeastern states had February average temperatures that were the 2nd coldest on record, with several individual cities being record cold," NOAA said in a statement.  "Record snowfalls were widespread in the East, while record warmth engulfed much of the West."
Meteorological winter runs from December through February, while calendar year winter persists into mid-March.
The contrast between the mild conditions in the West and the freeze-your-eyelids solid-type cold in the East could not be more apparent in the climate statistics.
California, for example, set a record for the warmest winter in state history, beating the old record set just last year.  San Francisco had its warmest winter in city history.  Moreover, for the first time, it did not rain at all in that city during the month of January, which is normally among the city's wettest months.  For a state already mired in a severe drought, this was not the winter season California needed.
In addition to California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and Washington also had their warmest winter on record.  An additional 5 states, from the Rockies to West Coast, including Alaska, had one of their 10 warmest winters on record.
In contrast, a mild 1st half of winter meant that no state had winter temperatures that ranked among the 10 coldest on record, NOAA says, despite the frigid February.
According to climate research and journalism group Climate Central, daily high temperature records outpaced daily lows by a ratio of 3-to-2, with 15,665 highs set to just 10,177 lows set, with many of those lows occurring in February.  Climate Central created an interactive chart tool to explore the climate statistics for meteorological winter, which is defined as the months of December through February, for major cities across the U.S.
See the original for a few images from this interactive tool, along with other data depicting just how odd this past winter was, depending on where you were located.
In San Francisco, the weather conversation was dominated by talk of the weird warmth and dry conditions.
At the same time, Boston was buried under record amounts of snow and saw temperatures dip below 0°F on multiple occasions.
Charts from NOAA also tell the divided country story quite effectively.
For example, on a graph of California's average winter temperatures through time, including 2015, the 2 warmest winters on record occurred during the past 2 years, worsening the state's long-term, intense drought.  A study published last week found that manmade global warming is increasing the chances that a drought would coincide with such warmth, thereby making the drought worse than it otherwise would be.
The weird weather pattern resulted from a massive ridge of high pressure across the West that steered storms away from the region and kept warm, southerly winds blowing at mid-to-upper levels of the atmosphere.  Across the Midwest and East, though, a deep trough in the jet stream steered Arctic air from Siberia and Greenland southward across Canada and into the U.S.
The ridge in the West has been a feature for more than a year now, raising suspicions that manmade climate change may be playing a role in its intensity or placement.  Some scientists suspect that loss of Arctic sea ice, or possibly variations in snow and ice cover in Siberia, or both, are triggering some sort of chain reaction that is leading to more severe winter weather patterns in the northern midlatitudes.  However, these are still emerging areas of research within the meteorological and climate science community.
Arctic sea ice extent is at a historic low for this time of year, according to the National Snow and Ice Data Center in Boulder, Colo.
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